97-06 Jeep TJ Style Steering
Knuckles with 15” rims.

Vanco Power Brake Supply
323-563-1588

Thank you for purchasing one of our brake upgrade kits. Enclosed you will find a set of instructions that will enable
you to install the kit with a minimum of fuss and little more than basic hand tools. If you are not comfortable with your
mechanical ability when it comes to performing work on one of your vehicle’s major safety systems, please enlist the
aid of a competent mechanic to assist you with this installation.
The installation of this kit affects your brakes, it is imperative that it be installed correctly. If you attempt the install and
find yourself not understanding what needs to be done, please stop and contact Vanco with your technical issue. Do not
attempt alternative solutions that may alter the design or function of any of the components included in this kit.
This is a bolt on kit. The only modification required in most cases is a small amount of grinding to fit the flange of the
stock unit bearing inside the rotor hat. The rotors in this kit are from a Ford Explorer and they fit a very similar unit
bearing to what Jeep uses. Like you, we do not understand why very similar applications have different flange diameters making this step necessary.
Parts and tools needed for installationOutside of the parts supplied in the kit, you will need personal safety equipment, brake fluid, red liquid Loctite 271 or
equivalent, assorted hand tools, and a small grinder or equivalent to complete the installation.
Notice to RCV axle shaft present and future owners– Do not install this kit if you have RCV axle shafts installed
or plan to install them. No grinding of any Vanco supplied caliper adapter brackets, spacers, calipers, or hardware is to be done. There is not enough room in the knuckle to install the RCV axle shafts without grinding on
the brackets. Grinding on any part of the brake kit can cause catastrophic failure of the brakes resulting in injury or death.
Fitment– This kit will fit inside most styles of 15” rims. If you have a concern over fitment issues, please contact Vanco for possible solutions. This kit works with both styles of unit-bearings found on all of the Jeep TJ year models 1997
thru 2006 including the Rubicon and Unlimited. If the unit-bearings do not match the dimensions outlined in Steps 12,
13, and 14, contact Vanco.
Parts list depending on caliper choice. One Left and one Right caliper is supplied, part numbers and applications for
both options are listed.
22221-

Vanco Steering Knuckles with pre-installed caliper adapter brackets
120.65054 Centric Premium Rotor Application- 95-01 Ford Explorer 4wd Front
Caliper 48mm piston Centric #141.65057 and 58 Application- 2003 to 2005 Ford Explorer Sport Trac front
Caliper 46mm piston Centric #141.65038 and 37 Application- 1995 to 2001 Ford Explorer front
Set Brake pads, Optional compounds include Black Magic or EBC Yellowstuff
Black Magic Brake pads will be Industry pad number 833 for 48mm and 652 for 46mm
4- Caliper saddle bolts Class 10.9 12mm x 1.75mm x 65mm hex head cap screw
4- Spacers for locating Caliper Saddle
6- Cotter pins for steering and ball-joints
Note I- calipers are supplied with new copper crush washers, banjo bolts and abutment clips.
Note II- If your kit includes the Black Magic Brake pads, please read and follow the included break in instructions that
come with the pads.
Note III- Do not use paste or gel type thread locking compounds.
Note IV- The caliper adapter brackets are pre-installed with thread locking compound to retain the bolts. Do not loosen
or tighten them. If you need to remove and re-install the bracket for any reason, re-apply red liquid Loctite 271 or
equivalent to the threaded holes in the knuckles and torque the bolts to 75 ft lbs.
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Step 1
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As in all things automotive repair related, be safe,
wear appropriate safety gear , ensure that your vehicle is correctly supported on jackstands, and is
blocked in such a manner as to stop it from rolling.
Remove the wheels to get ready to start the installation.
Pull the cotter pin and remove the castellated nut
from the draglink and tie rod. After full removal of
the nut, replace it and turn it down a couple of
threads to catch the steering link after removal. This
will clean up the threads and prevent a stuck nut
from just turning the pin after it’s knocked loose. If
that does happen, simply force the tapered pin back
into the hole and remove the nut.

Step 2

To remove either the draglink or tie rod from the
steering knuckle, place a pry-bar over the top of
the bar as shown and wedge it under the steering
arm. Apply downward pressure and strike the
end of the steering arm with a medium ball peen
hammer in the direction the arrow indicates.
When you get it popped loose, remove the castellated nut and drop the link out. Do both sides
and tie the steering up out of your way to make
it easier to accomplish the rest of the swap.

Step 3

Remove the two caliper mounting bolts and
hang the caliper back out of the way. Leave the
flex hose connected until it’s time to install the
new calipers.
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Step

Remove rotor to access unit bearing as shown.

Step

Remove the unit-bearing and axle shafts as an
assembly. To do so, remove the three 12 point
flange head bolts that retain the unit-bearing.
A 1/2” drive 13mm 12 point socket is usually
required.

Step 6

This shows the third of the three flange head
bolts that need to be removed. After they are
removed, pull the axle shafts and unit-bearing as
an assembly and set aside for the time being.
Take care to keep the splined area and the seal
surfaces clean and undamaged.
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Step 7

Remove cotter pins and castellated nuts from
both the upper and lower ball-joints.

Step 8

Thread the lower nut back on a couple of turns
to catch the knuckle after it’s popped loose.
Take a 3 lb shop hammer and strike the little
shelf on the knuckle straight down as indicated
by the yellow arrow. It may take 2-4 very
healthy blows, but it will readily pop off the ball
-joint pins with this method.
Remove the nut and set the knuckle aside.

Step 9

At this point you should have your inner C looking like this. This is a good time to inspect the
upper and lower ball-joints and replace them if
needed.
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Step 10

Install the Vanco Knuckle on the ball-joints,
tighten and align the castellated nuts with the
holes in the tapered pins and install the supplied
cotter pins. When tightening the castellated nuts,
do not loosen them to align the slots with the
holes. Carefully turn them tighter to the next
slot and torque them to OEM specifications.

Step 11

Install the axle and unit-bearing assembly with the
three flange head bolts identified previous. Torque
them to 75 ft lbs.
Before fully tightening them, rotate the debris shield
from the top towards the back to achieve as much
clearance between the lower portion and the new
caliper bracket as possible.

Step 12
3/4”

7/16”

The TJ came equipped with two different unitbearings depending on when it was made. The later
mid 99 to 06 is shown on the left and the early 97-99
is on the right.
The pilot that registers in the OEM rim center-bore
measures roughly 3/4” for the later version and
roughly 7/16” for the early version.
This outlines one of the major differences, the most
important one is shown in the next step.

Mid 99-06

97-Mid 99
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Step 13
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The overall depth from the wheel mounting
flange to the face that sits against the steering
knuckle is the most important dimension as it
affects where the rotor will wind up in the new
caliper saddle.
The late unit-bearing is shown at left.
The dimension is 1.912” or roughly 1 15/16”

Step 14

The early unit-bearing is shown and the dimension is 2.119” or slightly under 2 1/8”.

Step 15

After you have identified which unit-bearing
you have, it’s time to make them fit into the rotor hat of the new rotor. This requires about
1/16” of material be removed from the outer
diameter of the wheel mounting flange.
A reference line as been scribed to give an idea
of how much material will be removed. The line
shown is not how far you will need to grind it
down, it’s merely a reference.
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Step 16
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Here you can see the amount of material removed from the circumference of the flange
relative to the reference line. We’ve found that a
40 grit flap style sanding disc on a 4 1/2” angle
grinder works well.
Test fit the rotor and make sure it slides over the
flange easily without any dragging or hanging
up on any high spots. Keep grinding around the
perimeter until it slides on smoothly without
interference and easily registers on the pilot.

Step 17

The rotor hat has a small radius where the inside
face meets the wall of the hat.
The area has been highlighted and marked with
a yellow arrow.
It is very important that the outside edge of the
flange you just ground down have a chamfer put
on it to prevent any interference or contact with
this radius.

Step 18

Turn the grinder at a 45° angle to the face of the
flange and grind a small chamfer around the
edge of the flange. This will prevent any contact
with the small radius inside the rotor hat which
can cause the rotor to wobble if the high spots
and sharp edge aren’t eliminated.
The late model unit-bearing is shown, but the
process is the same for both styles of unitbearing.
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Late Model Unit-Bearing.
The early model will interfere with the smaller
flanged area of the debris shield and will be addressed next.
Temporarily bolt up the caliper saddle after you have
removed the caliper from it. This is to make sure
there is no interference with the saddle and the factory debris shield. The interference in the picture has
been highlighted with a white mark and a yellow
arrow.
It will need to be relieved enough to let the bolt be
easily started in the threaded hole in the saddle.

Step 20

Late Model Unit-Bearing.
A small bit of clearance provided with a few
sharp taps from a ball peen hammer and the
bracket easily bolts up.
Once you have it where it is easily bolted up,
remove the saddle in preparation for fitting up
the rotor.

Step 21

Early Model Unit-Bearing.
Early model unit-bearings have more overall
depth than the later models and will require a
strip of material be removed from the debris
shield. The white line is the cut line and it’s approximately 1/4” in from the inboard edge.
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Step 22
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Early Unit-Bearing
The strip of material is readily removed with a
pair of tin snips or other suitable method.

Step 23

Early Unit-Bearing
Test fit the caliper saddle to make sure it clears
the debris shield. If not, trim some more off until it does.
Please note that included in the kit are 4 spacers
for the caliper bracket bolts. They will be used
on the outboard side of the caliper saddles to
move them outwards to compensate for the
thicker overall depth of the early unit-bearing.
After test fitting, remove the saddle so the rotor
can be installed.

Step 24

Late Model Unit-Bearing
The later unit-bearing will require that the spacers be placed under the head of the bolt on the
inboard side of the adapter bracket and not between the caliper saddle and bracket.
This will ensure that the bolts will not thread
through the saddle mounting holes too far and
interfere with the rotor.
After test fitting, remove the saddle so the rotor
can be installed.
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Early Unit-Bearing
Install rotor on the unit-bearing with a couple of
lug nuts or if the wheel studs are too long, a pair
of 1/2-20 hex nuts. Snug the fasteners down and
spin the rotor by hand to check for any wobbling. If you have any side to side wobble at the
outer edge, refer back to Steps 16-18 to solve
the issue.
The early unit bearing will have the wheel pilot
stick through the rotor as shown.

Step 26

Late Model Unit-Bearing
Install rotor on the unit-bearing with a couple
of lug nuts or if the wheel studs are too long, a
pair of 1/2-20 hex nuts. Snug the fasteners down
and spin the rotor by hand to check for any wobbling. If you have any side to side wobble at the
outer edge, refer back to Steps 16-18 to solve
the issue.
The late model unit-bearing will have the
wheel pilot stick through the rotor the approximate distance as shown.

Step 27

Both Unit-Bearings
With either unit-bearing, red liquid Loctite 271
or equivalent will need to be used in the threaded holes in the caliper saddle as shown. Place a
couple of drops on the threads as indicated by
arrows before installation.
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Step 28
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Early Unit-Bearing
The early unit-bearing will need the spacers located between the caliper saddle and the adapter
bracket. After putting the Loctite in the threaded
holes, install the saddle as shown and torque the
12mm bolts to 75 ft lbs.
Be sure you do not get the thread retaining compound in the holes in the aluminum bracket or it
will make the bolts difficult to remove later
when the Loctite hardens.

Step 29

Late Model Unit-Bearing
As shown previous, the later unit-bearing will
require the spacers under the bolt head between
the washer for the bolt and the adapter bracket.
Be sure you do not get the thread retaining compound in the holes in the aluminum bracket or it
will make the bolts difficult to remove later
when the Loctite hardens.
Install the bracket and torque the 12 mm bolts to
75 ft lbs.

Step 30

Both Unit-Bearings and Both sizes of calipers.
Install brake pads as shown. The next step will
show the correct orientation of the brake pad
clips if the ones you have do not match what
you see in the picture. The abutment clips vary
depending on which caliper you have.
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Both Unit-Bearings
Shown is the way the clips get installed for the
46mm calipers and 652 pads. There is a third
clip that gets installed in the back of the caliper.

Step 32

Caliper differences
On the left is the 48mm caliper, it does NOT
get any clips installed in the bridge and there are
only two clips supplied per caliper which are
used on the saddle.
This caliper uses the 833 brake pad.
On the right is the 46mm caliper with the antirattle clip correctly installed, it is the third of
three clips supplied with this caliper and the other two are used on the saddle.
This caliper uses the 652 brake pad.

Step 33

Both Unit-Bearings and Both sizes of calipers.
Slide the caliper over the brake pads and install
the caliper mounting bolts. Tighten them to 20 ft
lbs for both styles.
Please note that the correct orientation for the
bleed screw is on top and above the flex hose
port for both calipers.
Failure to install the calipers with the bleed
screws on top will make the system impossible to bleed correctly.
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Both Calipers
Remove flex hose from the original caliper to
prep it for installation into the new caliper. If it
is the OEM flex hose, it will need to be modified as shown. You will need to continue the flat
area in the notch with a bit of grinding or filing.
You can clamp small pieces of cardboard over
the holes with a pair of vise grip pliers to prevent contamination of the banjo fitting bore.
Most aftermarket extended length brake lines do
not need this done.

Step 35

Both calipers
Place one of the copper crush washers on either
side of the banjo fitting and insert the banjo bolt
through the hole.

Step 36

Both calipers
Thread the banjo bolt into the caliper as shown
and tighten it. If you get any weeping of brake
fluid, tighten the banjo bolt until it stops. Check
for leaks and weeping after the system is bled
with the vehicle running and full application of
the brake pedal.
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Step 37
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After the brake lines are installed, it’s time to
put the steering back together. Push the tie rod
ends back into the tapered holes in both steering
knuckles, tighten down the castellated nuts to
factory torque specifications, insert and bend
over the cotter pins.

After the steering is installed, you will need to check the toe in due to small variances in steering knuckle
fitment and variations in axle manufacture. After setting the toe correctly, you will need to bleed the new
calipers. The best method we have found requires one person to open and close the bleed screws and a helper to work
the brake pedal.

Step 38

Note-remove cap from brake fluid reservoir before bleeding. Remove rubber gasket from cap and loosely place
cap back on reservoir to keep fluid from splashing out during the bleed process. Do not forget to reinstall gasket
when you’re done.
Do not let the reservoir run dry. Keep an eye on the level and replenish as needed during the bleeding process.
A clear tube and a container for collecting the fluid is needed. Put the clear tube on the bleed screw with the other end
in the container. Orient the wrench so you get a pretty wide swing from closed to open as fully as possible in one shot.
Step 1 Open bleed screw and have the helper press the brake pedal all the way to the floor with a fair bit of enthusiasm
and tell you when it’s all the way down.
Step 2 When the pedal is down, close the bleed screw and tell the helper to let the pedal up and tell you when it’s up.

Step 39
When you are finished bleeding the brakes, put the tires back on and torque the lug nuts to the appropriate torque value.
Give everything a once over and make sure you haven’t left any fasteners loose or failed to install the cotter pins. Get
the vehicle ready to drive so the brake pads can be broken in depending on which pads you have installed. The Black
Magic Brake pads come with break in instructions that must be followed. If you purchased the EBC brand, there should
be a note in their box that will tell you how to break them in as well.

